From: Cynthia <cynthiasophia@yahoo.com.br>
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2019 11:24 AM
To: Public Submissions
Subject: [EXT] new doc 2019-09-11 08.27.58
To whom it may concern,

Thank you for doing this.

I do not want to speak in front of City Coun

We have heard:

The City has proposed that there are two ca
1) 1 to 4 rooms: $100 registration
2) 5+ rooms $194 registration (renews a

Is this what the City is proposing as a one ti

What does the City mean by rooms? We we count and does not include kitchens and bat
2) If we are forced to get a business licence for a business. This may be doubly punitive understand we would not qualify for major exemptions.

3) Parts of many properties are not used for have the basement suite which is a legal The upper floor has alternated between short rentals. The status of the upper floor has a difficulty in getting good reliable long term
6) We would not object to the City performing the
Out tenants', guests' and neighbors' safety
our potential tenants and neighbors to know
to makes this transparent? How often is the
premises? We think a 5 year interval should

7) At times we may want to take a break from
Sent from my iPhone